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Well-defined, stereospecific states in protein complexes are often in
exchange with an ensemble of more dynamic orientations: the
encounter states. The structure of the stereospecific complex between
cytochrome P450cam and putidaredoxin was solved recently by X-ray
diffraction as well as paramagnetic NMR spectroscopy. Other than the
stereospecific complex, the NMR data clearly show the presence of
additional states in the complex in solution. In these encounter states,
populated for a small percentage of the time, putidaredoxin assumes
multiple orientations and samples a large part of the surface of
cytochrome P450cam. To characterize the nature of the encounter
states, an extensive paramagnetic NMR dataset has been analyzed
using the MaximumOccurrence of Regions methodology. The analysis
reveals the location andmaximal spatial extent of the additional states
needed to fully explain the NMR data. Under the assumption of
sparsity of the size of the conformational ensemble, several minor
states can be located quite precisely. The distribution of these minor
states correlates with the electrostatic potential map around
cytochrome P450cam. Whereas some minor states are on isolated
positively charged patches, others are connected to the stereospe-
cific site via positively charged paths. The existence of electrostat-
ically favorable pathways between the stereospecific interaction
site and the different minor states or lack thereof suggests a means
to discriminate between productive and futile encounter states.
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Crystal structures suggest that proteins assume unique, ste-
reospecific orientations within protein–protein complexes.

However, a number of studies in solution have made clear that
encounter states are an inherent element of protein complexes
(1–8), especially in electron transfer (ET), where the interactions
are often extremely fast (9). In the encounter complex, the proteins
assume multiple other orientations, often in equilibrium with the
major stereospecific state. In low-affinity complexes with dissocia-
tion constant (Kd) values > 10 μM, the encounter complex can
represent a sizeable fraction, and in some cases, a well-defined,
stereospecific complex may even be absent (10–15). The presence
of encounter states may be a consequence of the chemical nature
of proteins. In nonobligate stereospecific complexes, the interface
represents a small fraction of the total protein surface, and
therefore, it is reasonable to assume that weak interactions also
occur elsewhere. In the case in which protein pairs have evolved to
exhibit a high association rate by using electrostatic preorientation,
electrostatic patches seem to enhance the presence of encounter
states (16, 17). On the one hand, the preorientation reduces the
surface area that is visited by the partner, thus enhancing the
number of productive encounters, but on the other hand, highly
charged patches can bind the oppositely charged protein in many
orientations with about equal energy, a situation that has been
compared with Velcro binding (18).
Cytochrome P450cam (cytP450cam) from Pseudomonas putida

is the most comprehensively studied member of the ubiquitous

superfamily of cytochromes P450—heme-containing mono-
oxygenases involved in a plethora of chemical reactions, including
drug metabolism, oxidation of xenobiotics, and the synthesis of
steroids, that receive electrons from ET proteins (19). CytP450cam
catalyzes the stereo- and regiospecific hydroxylation of camphor to
5-exo-hydroxycamphor. The reaction involves two one-electron
reduction steps, with electrons transferred from NADH via puti-
daredoxin (Pdx) reductase and Pdx. Studies in vitro have eluci-
dated an intriguing difference between these two ET steps by
showing that the first can be achieved by a variety of reducing
agents, whereas the second strictly requires the presence of Pdx
(20–22). This behavior has raised much interest in the molecular
details of the cytP450cam–Pdx interaction over the last three de-
cades. However, the crystal and solution structures of the ET
complex formed by the two molecules were solved only very re-
cently by X-ray crystallography and paramagnetic NMR (23, 24).
The relative orientation of the proteins within the complex in the
solution and crystalline states is practically identical, consistent
with the information available from the mutagenesis studies of the
system and favorable for effective ET (21, 25–29). It is still under
debate whether Pdx induces opening of substrate-bound
cytP450cam. The crystal structures showed that, in the complex,
cytP450cam was present in the open state, with the F and G
helices moved aside to allow substrate access to the active site.
However, a recent solution study using paramagnetic NMR
provided evidence that, at ambient temperature in solution,
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cytP450cam remains closed on binding to Pdx (30). Low-temper-
ature EPR studies suggested that Pdx binding leads to a mixture of
open and closed states for the oxidized cytP450cam but not for the
reduced, CO-bound state (31, 32). Modeling work supports a view
that Pdx binding does affect the active site, enabling the catalytic
reaction and perhaps leading to partial opening of the substrate
access channel (33).
The stereospecific complex that was found in solution did not

explain all of the paramagnetic NMR data measured for the
system, which was already pointed out by Hiruma et al. (24). One
of the paramagnetic probes introduced into cytP450cam induces
much stronger paramagnetic relaxation enhancements (PREs) for
multiple amide protons in Pdx than predicted by the stereospecific
structure, suggesting that the latter does not represent a complete
picture of the interaction of cytP450cam with Pdx in solution. The
PREs unaccounted for by both the solution and crystal structures
(called from now on the main state or the stereospecific complex)
thus report on the presence of either a minor binding site or an
encounter complex. At the same time, most NMR observables—
pseudocontact shifts (PCSs), residual dipolar couplings (RDCs),
and a significant part of PREs—are very well-reproduced by a
single structure. This observation strongly suggests that the pop-
ulation of the additional state(s) is small, but a low population
does not necessarily imply the absence of a functional role. The
goal of this work was to shed more light on the presence of these
minor states by making use of a significantly enlarged para-
magnetic NMR dataset obtained by introducing additional para-
magnetic probes on the surfaces of the two proteins and recently
developed methods to analyze multiple conformational states (34,
35) by exploiting paramagnetism-derived restraints.
When a paramagnetic tag is attached to one of the interacting

proteins, the PCSs, RDCs, and PREs measured for the partner
protein report on the reciprocal position and orientation of the
two macromolecules. If some mobility is present between the two
proteins, then the measured PCSs, RDCs, and under specific as-
sumptions, also PREs are simple population-weighted averages of
the values that would have been measured for the individual
sampled states provided that the states interconvert rapidly on all
of the different timescales determined by the PCS, RDC, and
PRE (36, 37) (fast exchange regime). We have treated this as a
fast exchange system, because binding and dissociation of Pdx and
cytP450cam are fast on the chemical shift timescale, and internal
mobility within the complex is likely to be much faster. We have
also assumed the correlation time for the PREs to be the reor-
ientation correlation time of the whole complex, which represents
a safe choice, because it leads to overestimation of the PRE effect
that, in turn, reflects into an overestimation of the expected size of
the regions discussed in Results and Discussion, Identifying the
Minor States by minOR Calculations (SI Text). The exquisite sen-
sitivity of PREs to the presence of even very sparsely populated
states—as long as they are located close to the paramagnetic
probe—is well-recognized and a direct consequence of the par-
ticularly strong distance dependence of the PRE effect (∼r−6).
Conformers located very close to the paramagnetic probe, in fact,
can account for PREs orders of magnitude higher than when they
are located farther away, and thus, even a marginally small pop-
ulation of such states can easily dominate the measured (ensem-
ble-averaged) PREs. A similar behavior does not apply to RDCs
(which are independent of the distance between the nuclei and the
paramagnetic tag) and is much weaker for the PCSs (which de-
pend on r−3). Therefore, PREs can reveal the existence of very
small populations of conformers that may remain hidden when
analyzing PCSs and RDCs only.
Although the combined use of PCSs, RDCs, and PREs yields a

wealth of highly complementary pieces of information on the re-
ciprocal position and orientation of the two interacting proteins, in
the presence of mobility, the problem of recovering a conformational
ensemble from averaged data remains highly underdetermined, be-

cause an infinite number of different ensembles can reproduce the
measured data equally well. This important issue has been widely
studied, and a variety of methodologies has been developed by
different groups (38–41) to extract information (i.e., plausible
conformational ensembles) from such conformationally averaged
data (reviewed in ref. 42). One of such methods consists of
assigning to each conformer a value, called Maximum Occurrence
(MaxOcc), which is defined as the highest fraction of time for which
this conformer can exist in any optimized conformational ensemble
without causing violations of the experimental averaged data (34,
37, 43–47). It, thus, provides an upper bound for the population of
each conformer in the real conformational ensemble of the system.
The concept of MaxOcc was subsequently generalized from

single structures to groups of conformers (or regions in the
conformational space), giving rise to Maximum Occurrence of
Regions (MaxOR) and minimum Occurrence of Regions (minOR)
analysis (35). The minOR calculations permit us to identify con-
formational regions that must necessarily be sampled by the system
to reproduce the experimental data. In fact, the minOR is the
smallest population that the considered region must have in any
conformational ensemble capable of reproducing the averaged
data. In this work, the motionally averaged PREs are analyzed in
conjunction with PCSs, RDCs, and the available protein structures
to extract the information that they contain on the sampling of
minor states in the complex between cytP450cam and Pdx. So far,
the MaxOR/minOR methods have been applied to characterize
relative motions between protein domains linked by flexible parts
of the polypeptide chain and a helix–bulge–helix RNA element
(48). In the current study, this approach is used to characterize
encounter states. In an encounter state, the proteins can, in theory,
assume any relative orientation, making the number of possibilities
much larger than in the case of domain motions. The strategy is
based on the identification of the conformational regions, distinct
from the stereospecific complex, that must be sampled to fulfill the
data (i.e., with minOR > 0). Our analysis shows that over 10 such
regions exist, in several cases spread over parts of the conforma-
tional space that are very distant from the main interaction site.
We also show that, if sparsity assumptions about the nature of the
conformational sampling are made, the minor states become much
better defined, and plausible models for the internal motion in the
complex can be proposed. The locations of the identified minor
states correlate with the surface charge distributions of the two
proteins, suggesting that they represent an electrostatically driven
encounter complex that may have mechanistic implications.

Results and Discussion
Assessing the Contribution of the Stereospecific Interaction Site. The
dataset used in this study is greatly enlarged with respect to the
original paper (24). The double-armed caged lanthanoid NMR
probe #7 (CLaNP-7) (49) was introduced in two new positions,
272/276 (probe 2) and 195/199 (probe 5), on the surface of
cytP450cam (Fig. 1), yielding two additional sets of PREs and one
additional set of PCSs and RDCs (because no intermolecular
PCSs were observed for probe 5). Another set of PREs was also
recorded by labeling the Pdx with a (1-oxyl-2,2,5,5-tetramethyl-3-
pyrroline-3-methyl)-methanesulfonothioate (MTSL) spin label on
C73 (probe 6). The data recorded previously consisted of PCSs,
RDCs, and PREs obtained by placing the CLaNP-7 probe in
positions 126/130 (probe 1) and 333/337 (probe 3) of cytP450cam
as well as position 6/12 of Pdx (probe 4). A summary of the ex-
perimental restraints is given in Table S1.
A recent crystal structure [Protein Data Bank (PDB) entry

5GXG] of the protein complex was refined against both X-ray and
NMR data (see SI Text and Table S2) and used for subsequent
analysis. A global analysis of the NMR data was performed to
determine the compatibility with the previously identified main
state (PDB entry 2M56) (24). The goal is threefold: (i) to check
whether it remains the most favored conformer when the new data
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are included in the analysis, (ii) to identify the experimental PREs
that cannot be accounted for by the main state (even allowing for
some local mobility), and (iii) to determine the upper and lower
limits of its population. The compatibility of all available restraints
with the proposed main state for the complex was monitored by
calculating the MaxOcc of each structure in a densely sampled,
broad pool of sterically allowed conformations of the complex,
possibly relevant for the fit of the experimental data (Materials and
Methods and SI Text). The largest MaxOcc value calculated for a
single conformer is 99.4%, and the corresponding structure has the
center of mass of Pdx translated by only 1.3 Å and rotated by 6°
with respect to the position of the best scoring conformer of the
previously published NMR family (PDB ID code 2M56) as cal-
culated by superimposing the cytP450cam structures. This confor-
mation is practically within the breadth of the NMR family itself.
This result shows that the additional paramagnetic NMR data
confirm the structure of the stereospecific complex (PDB ID code
2M56) determined previously as the “main state.” It also indicates
that this state can represent the structure of the complex with a
weight up to more than 99% without causing any violations of
the experimental data. At the same time, however, several tens of
PREs are strongly misfitted—some of them by more than 100 s−1—
if the weight of the main state is increased to 100% (QPRE =
0.69) as depicted in Figs. 1 and 2. These large violations, thus,
leave no doubt that additional conformations are sampled by the
system. It should be recalled that the real weight of the main
state can be actually smaller than 99.4%, because MaxOcc rep-
resents the upper limit for the occurrence of a conformation
(see below).
To check whether the PREs in disagreement with the main state

can be explained by a limited local mobility, the MaxOR of a
conformational region comprising all of the conformers with Pdx
within 5-Å translation and 10° rotation from the main state was
calculated. The MaxOR of this region is 99.5%, and it reproduces
the PREs only marginally better (QPRE = 0.60) than the single
conformer with the largest MaxOcc, showing that local mobility
cannot be the main cause of the unexpectedly high PREs. More
than 50 PREs (caused by four different paramagnetic probes) are
actually significantly underestimated (by more than 30 s−1 or if the
PRE itself is smaller than that, 20 s−1). To obtain a first crude
estimate of how broad the conformational sampling should be, the
MaxOR calculations were performed by gradually increasing the
size of the region built around the main state. It was found (Table
S3) that the smallest region with MaxOR of 100.0% that can yield
a good fit of all data must contain conformers with Pdx translated
up to 55 Å and rotated up to 100° from the main state (i.e., must
span a significant fraction of the whole conformational space
available to the complex). This finding does not imply that this

whole region must be populated but shows that the system must
sample conformers located far from the main state.

Identifying the Minor States by minOR Calculations. A PRE that
cannot be accounted for by the main state (Figs. 1 and 2) reports
the proximity of a nucleus and a paramagnetic center in a con-
formation that exists for a fraction of time. The PRE is essen-
tially isotropic and thus, depends only on the metal–nuclear
distance, and therefore, the PRE leaves a large degeneracy in the
position of the nucleus relative to the center. If conformational
regions are generated by translation and rotation of Pdx (in the
fixed frame of cytP450cam) with respect to the main state, as was
done above, these regions will comprise a large number of
structures not fulfilling the distance constraint to include all
conformations that do. The presence of so many structures
makes it unclear which conformations are really important to fit
the data. Therefore, more informative conformational regions
were introduced. Below, we describe the steps to filter out the
conformers most relevant to describe the experimental data, with
the underlying assumptions made at each step.

Fig. 1. Paramagnetic lanthanoid/MTSL tag positions and distribution of PREs unaccounted for by the main state of the complex. For each paramagnetic
probe, the amide protons of the reporter protein with PREs unaccounted for by the main state are indicated by gray spheres—large spheres signify strongly
misfitted PREs (used to construct the clusters), and smaller spheres signify moderately (∼20 s−1) misfitted ones. (A) Probes placed on cytP450cam (PREs
measured on Pdx). (B) Probes placed on Pdx (PREs measured on cytP450cam).

Fig. 2. Observed and calculated PREs. The experimental PREs are shown as
blue dots, the PREs back-calculated from the main state alone are shown as a
red line, and those from an ensemble containing 99.4% of the main state
complemented with 0.6% of other conformers optimized to fit the experi-
mental data are shown as a green line. The complementing structures were
selected from the broad conformational pool (in the text), and their specific
weights were chosen through the ensemble optimization algorithm of the
MaxOR/minOR program. The error bars represent propagated errors based
on the noise level in the NMR spectra and the fitted error in the de-
termination of the diamagnetic transverse relaxation rate. The errors for
probes 4 and 6 are noticeably higher because of the lower intensity of the
cytP450cam-detected spectra.
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A minimal spherical region around a given probe was defined
that still contains conformers that cannot all be left out to explain
the restraints produced by that probe (minOR > 0). Given the
relation between the probe–nucleus distance in a conformer and
the population of that conformer (weight), in principle, that region
becomes very large if the population of the conformer goes up,
because a larger population allows for conformers at a larger
distance to experience a given PRE. However, in defining these
regions, all restraints were evaluated. The PCSs, RDCs, and PREs
from other probes restrict the weight that a region as a whole can
attain, thus limiting the size of the region. Furthermore, only Pdx
molecules located close to the cytP450cam surface were consid-
ered to represent physically possible complexes (SI Text). Given
the large population of the main state, each encounter region is
expected to have quite a low population, and for this reason, all
regions with minOR > 0 were selected.
To define a limited number of regions, we assumed that PREs

of structurally close nuclei induced by the same paramagnetic
probe are likely probing the same minor state(s) and that those
PREs were clustered for the definition of the regions (details on
the clustering procedure are in SI Text, and Fig. S1 depicts the
positions on the protein structures of the nuclei of which the PREs
were clustered). In this way, 12 clusters were defined containing
between one and nine observations each. The clusters were la-
beled using letter codes (A–L) preceded by the number of the
probe that caused the specific PREs.
The sizes of the smallest regions with minOR > 0 as well as

their MaxOR are listed in Table S4. The table also reports the size
that each region would need to have to include the main in-
teraction site. This value indicates how distant each cluster is from
the main state. These distances confirm that none of the defined
regions contain the main interaction site (as expected), although
some of them have their borders very close to it. Examples of
regions are shown in Fig. 3 A, region 2.C andD, region 6.L, and all
of the identified regions are depicted in Fig. S2. Many regions
exhibit some overlap, and in some cases, the structures in the
overlap areas can fit the PREs of both regions simultaneously,
suggesting that, in principle, all of these PREs could report on the
same minor state (the discussion in SI Text has details). Table S5
identifies these overlapping regions. This observation is important
for the discussion of the number of the detected minor states.
The three regions constructed from the PREs induced by probe

2 on Pdx nuclei share no conformations that explain all PREs si-
multaneously (Table S5). This lack of overlap means that at least
three clearly distinct orientations of Pdx located next to this probe
have to be sampled in the Pdx–cytP450cam encounter complex.
These three regions (2.A, 2.B, and 2.C), although spanning a
similar range of positions of Pdx with respect to cytP450cam (Fig.
S2 A–C), are, in fact, defined by Pdx conformers with different
orientations. This conclusion is illustrated in Fig. 3B, in which the
frame of reference is that of Pdx. For probe 3, also on cytP450cam,
region 3.E overlaps with both regions 3.D and 3.F, which in turn,
are mutually exclusive, meaning that at least two different groups
of structures close to that probe have to be sampled. However,
several overlaps exist between regions related to probes 2 and 3, so
that the three states required by probe 2 could also simultaneously
fit all data related to probe 3. Thus, three distinct minor states are
sufficient to fit all of the data originating from probes 2 and 3. Of
course, it cannot be concluded that only three states must exist; it
only shows that, if one makes the explicit assumption of looking for a
solution with the smallest number of states, three would be enough.
Analogously, for the other two probes (probes 4 and 6 located

on the Pdx), no overlaps are present between the six different
regions related to the corresponding PREs. As far as the regions
induced by the same probe are concerned, this conclusion may
have been expected, because owing to the large size of
cytP450cam, the clusters of nuclei defining the different regions
are well-separated from one another (Fig. 1). The lack of overlap

between the regions of probes 4 and 6 indicates that the two
probes report on distinct orientations of Pdx.
The presence of overlaps between regions related to probes 2

and 3 (labeled A–F) on one side and probes 4 and 6 (G–L) on the
other side suggests that some of the data related to probes 4 and 6
can actually be explained by conformations present in the regions
defined from probes 2 and 3. In particular, region 4.I overlaps with
most of the regions of probes 2 and 3, which is not surprising,
because the cytP450cam residue central in defining this region for
probe 4 (I275) is located very close to the attachment site of probe
2 on the surface of cytP450cam (C272/C276).

Finding the Most Representative Minor States by Applying an
Assumption of Sparsity. The regions considered in the previous
section contain all of the structures that can possibly be used to
account for specific subsets of PREs. Their borders, sizes, and re-
lations (overlaps) constitute the safe information that can be
obtained from the available PREs without making any assumption
on the characteristics of the conformational ensemble of the com-
plex other than the rigidity of the proteins. The cost of this gener-
ality is that most regions are very broad and do not offer a detailed
description of the system in terms of sampled conformational states.
We are now going to consider whether making some reasonable

assumptions about the characteristics of the real conformational
ensemble can significantly restrict the number of possible solutions
and provide more precise information on the ensemble itself. We
apply the Occam’s razor principle [an assumption with precedents
in NMR conformational analyses (50); i.e., we aim to describe the
experimental data with a minimum set of solutions]. Reaching this
goal could involve exploiting the overlaps between the regions,
which is discussed in the previous section. Moreover, the assump-
tion of sparsity allows one to limit the size of the regions themselves.
Small sets of conformers needed to fit all of the PREs related to a

given cluster were determined by splitting the regions into cubes of
5 × 5 × 5 Å and then, fitting the experimental data using the main

Fig. 3. Representative minOR regions and their counterparts shrunk by
assuming sparsity. (A) The smallest region with minOR > 0 for cluster 2.C;
cytP450cam is shown as a green cartoon, with the positions of probes 1–3
indicated as black, orange, and yellow axis frames, respectively; the blue
dots represent the centers of mass of Pdx in all of the conformations be-
longing to the region, and the gray sphere indicates the position of Pdx in
the stereospecific complex. (B) The three regions with minOR > 0 for probe 2
[clusters A (red), B (orange), and C (blue)] represented in the Pdx frame of
reference; Pdx is shown in green cartoon, and the blue dots mark the po-
sitions of probe 2 (on cytP450cam) in all of the conformations composing the
regions. (C) The subsections of the region shown in A (cluster 2.C) obtained
by applying an assumption of sparsity (in the text): each sphere marks the
center of a 5 × 5 × 5-Å cube, and the different shades of blue denote the
quality of the fit [from dark blue (Q = 0) to light blue (Q = 0.2)]. (D) Region 6.
L before (Left) and after (Right) applying the assumption of sparsity (rep-
resented as in A and C, respectively).
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state complemented by the conformers present in one of the cubes.
If the fit of the PREs related to the probe in this cluster is almost as
good as that obtained when the whole region is taken (as calculated
from the Q factor), then the cube represents a possible sampled
state; otherwise, it is discarded. Analogous to the determination of
the regions discussed above, the combined weight of the conformers
within the cube was limited by fitting all restraints for all nuclei and
including the main state. Because fitting the PCSs and RDCs re-
quires a large weight for the main state, this approach is an efficient
way to limit the weight of any conformer in an encounter state.
With this approach, several regions (mostly those for probes 4

and 6) were shrunk considerably and in four cases, practically
reduced to well-defined states (regions 4.G, 4.I, 6.J, and 6.L) (Fig.
3 and Fig. S2). Each cube in these 12 shrunk regions has minOR = 0,
but still, when any of the cubes, one for each region, are taken
together and complemented with the main state, they are in good
agreement with the experimental data.

A Model for Futile and Productive Encounter States. At this point, it
is possible to analyze the relation between the various regions in
functional terms. It is clear that the encounter complex in the
Pdx–cytP450cam complex represents a small fraction but covers a
large surface area. Encounter states close to the main state are
thought to enhance the association rate by reducing the diffusional
search dimensions (51). The farther an encounter conformer is
from the main state, the larger the chance that the complex will
dissociate before the partners have reached the main state and the
association is complete. Such states are called futile encounter
complexes (52, 53). If they represent a significant fraction, they
reduce the association rate, because they effectively represent a
competitive binding site that is inactive. Thus, we wondered
whether the encounter complexes described here are isolated or
connected to the main state, which could provide evidence that
Pdx can easily diffuse to (and from) the main state. In the latter
case, the minor states could represent productive rather than futile
encounter states and enhance the association rate. The possible
connections were hypothesized by inspecting whether electrostat-
ically favorable pathways for the exchange with the main state exist
as well as whether the PRE data indicate the presence of in-
termediate states along such pathways. The Pdx surface is mostly
negatively charged as is a significant part of the cytP450cam sur-
face. The most prominent positively charged zone of the
cytP450cam surface is located at the main binding site for Pdx.

We first consider the four minor states that are already rela-
tively well-defined. Most of them are located far from the main
state, and if they were to represent productive encounter states,
several connecting intermediate states should exist and be de-
tected by PRE measurements. Of these well-defined minor states,
one (region 6.L) lays on the surface of cytP450cam opposite to the
main state (Fig. 4). Interestingly, this minor state is positioned
directly over a small positively charged patch on cytP450cam. This
patch extends toward the attachment site of probe 3 and reaches
the main interaction site. The entire pathway is located in the zone
of conformational space, where the structures necessary to fit the
PREs sensed by probe 3 are located (yellow mesh in Fig. 4). Based
on this electrostatic path to the main state and the likely presence
of conformers on this path, it can be hypothesized that region L of
probe 6 represents a productive encounter location. Two other
well-defined minor states (regions 4.G and 6.J) are located very
close to each other (but Pdx has clearly distinct orientations), and
their exact positions can be selected, such that they are placed over
positively charged zones of cytP450cam. In this case, however, the
positive patch does not extend toward the main state, and also, no
obvious intermediate conformations can be selected from the
minor-derived regions, suggesting that the observed interactions at
this site are futile. The last well-defined state (region 4.I) is located
on the same side of cytP450cam as the main state but close to the
attachment site of probe 2. The surface potential map suggests that
it can either directly exchange with the main state or do so through
intermediates that can be selected from the regions defined using
probe 2 (orange mesh in Fig. 4). Finally, two other regions (regions
4.H and 6.K) contain conformers that are very close to the main
state and thus, can directly exchange with it. The positive patch
around the main interaction site is actually somewhat broader than
the interface of the stereospecific complex, and interestingly, it
extends exactly toward the part of space in which regions 4.H and
6.K are located and in the opposite direction toward probe 2 and
region 4.I, while ending right after the main interaction site in the
direction of probe 1 (for which no additional PREs were ob-
served). To complete the discussion of correlations between the
positions of the minor states and the electrostatic potential map of
cytP450cam, it is worth noting that no minor states were identified
in the whole zone of helices F and G (covering the substrate entry
channel), which is strongly negatively charged. This finding is not
caused by lack of paramagnetic probe coverage in this area,

Fig. 4. The positive (blue) and negative (red) electrostatic potential isosurfaces [obtained using APBS (61) and traced in PyMol (62) at 0.7 kT/e] of cytP450cam are
depicted together with the center of mass positions of Pdx in the encounter regions obtained after applying the scarcity assumption (see text) shown as a mesh,
with the colors representing the states related to the different probes; probe 2, orange; probe 3, yellow; probe 4, cyan; probe 6, magenta. The colored spheres are
representatives of the respective encounter regions placed above positively charged surface areas. The gray sphere represents the main state. The green bars
indicate the probe positions on cytP450cam. The curved arrows indicate possible paths between the minor states and the main binding site, suggesting that these
states could represent productive encounter sites. Regions 4.G and 6.J illustrate isolated states that may represent futile encounter sites.
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because probe 5 is attached to helix G, and therefore, it shows
that no relevant interactions are occurring in this area.
The surface of cytP450cam features one other zone of positive

potential covering a part of its surface exactly opposite to the main
interaction site, but none of the identified regions are located next
to it. Actually, almost no PREs were sensed by the residues in that
zone (the highest PRE being 11 s−1), suggesting that, also in this
part of the protein, no interaction occurs. In general, however, the
PRE-derived regions and the surface charge distribution of
cytP450cam coincide surprisingly well.

Conclusions
The very good sensitivity of PREs to minor states coupled to the
application of the MaxOcc methodology to tackle the analysis of
motionally averaged data allowed us to identify a series of lowly
populated states that together populated a small percentage at
maximum in the presence of a strongly dominating major confor-
mation of cytP450cam in complex with Pdx. The MaxOR/minOR
method alone traces the outer borders of the possible spatial extent
of these states as reported by the available PRE data. Because of
the large indetermination of the ensemble recovery problem as well
as the intrinsic insensitivity of PREs to certain type of motions, this
result represents all of the information that the available experi-
mental data can provide without assumptions on the type of con-
formational heterogeneity of the system.
We expect this method of identifying the possible conformers in

the encounter state to be generally applicable to any protein–
protein complex characterized by transient interactions. However,
it is important that the free proteins, all conformers of the en-
counter state and the stereospecific state, are in fast exchange
compared with the timescale defined by the PREs. In the cases of
very large PREs observed for nuclei of conformers close to the
paramagnetic probe, this condition may not always be met, leading
to an underestimation of the large PREs. Therefore, it is recom-
mended to use a lower boundary for large PREs. The introduction
of probes can affect the formation of the stereospecific complex.
Such an effect can be detected easily by changes in chemical shift
perturbations or reduced affinity, and such probe positions should
be discarded. However, the effect of probes on the encounter state
is harder to establish. Thus, the description of the encounter state
should be based on multiple probes to reduce the disturbing effect
that individual probes may have. Last, it is important that the initial
pool of structures used for the MaxOR/minORmethod samples the
possible orientations of the two proteins as extensively as possible.
Under a single regularizing assumption, the MaxOR/minOR

results permit us to propose a plausible model for the interaction
between Pdx and cytP450cam. The minor states determined within
this model point toward an electrostatic nature of the underlying
interaction, because the center of mass of the mostly negative Pdx
seems to follow the positive patches present on the surface of
cytP450cam. With the approach described here, it has been pos-
sible to formulate hypotheses about which families of conformers
represent productive encounters and which ones are futile. These
hypotheses can be tested by modification of the surface using site-
directed mutagenesis or with computational approaches.

Materials and Methods
Chemicals. CLaNP-7 was synthesized and loaded with Lu3+, Gd3+, and Tm3+

ions as described (49); MTSL and (1-acetyl-2,2,5,5-tetramethyl-3-pyrroline-3-
methyl)-methanesulfonothioate (MTS) were purchased from Toronto
Research Chemicals.

Mutagenesis. To prepare double-cysteine mutants of Pdx and cytP450cam, site-
directed mutagenesis was carried out using QuikChange protocol (Stratagene).

Protein Production. Pdx and cytP450cam variants were produced as previously
described (24).

Paramagnetic Probe Attachments. Pdx and cytP450cam variants were labeled
with Ln3+-CLaNP-7 as previously described (24). For MTS/MTSL tagging, Pdx
WT was incubated with 5 mMDTT in 20mMpotassium phosphate, pH 7.0, and
50 mM KCl for 30 min on ice. DTT was removed by using a PD-10 column. The
protein solution was mixed with five molar equivalents of MTS/MTSL and in-
cubated for 1 h at 4 °C. Oligomers and surplus of spin labels were removed by
two steps of chromatography. The MTS/MTSL-incubated sample was filtered
and loaded on a HiTrap Q HP anion-exchange column (2 mL). The protein was
eluted with a linear gradient of 0.1–0.4 M KCl in 20 mM potassium phosphate,
pH 7.4, and the first peak fractions were collected and subsequently loaded on
a Superose 12 size exclusion column preequilibrated with 50 mM Tris·HCl,
pH 7.4, 100 mMKCl, 1 mM camphor, 1% (vol/vol) MeOH, and 6% (vol/vol) D2O.
The eluted brown fractions were pooled and concentrated. Approximately 80–
90% of protein was lost during the labeling procedure, presumably because
MTSL labeling reduces the stability of the iron sulfur cluster.

NMR Samples and Experiments. NMR samples contained 100–200 μM [2H, 15N]
Pdx (WT) or [2H, 15N] cytP450cam (C334A) with two molar equivalents Ln3+-
CLaNP-7–labeled cytP450cam or Ln3+-CLaNP-7/MTS/MTSL–tagged Pdx mutants,
respectively, in 50 mM Tris·HCl, pH 7.4, 100 mM KCl, 1 mM camphor, and
7% (vol/vol) D2O; 2D 15N-1H HSQC and 15N-1H TROSY spectra (54) were
recorded at 290 K on a Bruker Avance III 600-MHz spectrometer equippedwith
a TCI-Z-GRAD cryoprobe.

NMR Assignment. All NMR data were processed in NmrPipe (55) and analyzed
in CCPNMR (56). The amide resonances of oxidized Pdx and cytP450cam
were assigned based on previous works (24, 57).

Data Analysis. PCS and RDC measurements were performed as previously de-
scribed (24). PRE datasets of Gd3+-CLaNP-7 and MTSL were analyzed as
reported before (10, 24). Briefly, the peak heights of the amide resonances of
the proteins in the presence of partner protein with either a diamagnetic
probe (Lu3+-CLaNP-7 or MTS) or a paramagnetic probe (Gd3+-CLaNP-7 or
MTSL) were represented as Idia and Ipara, respectively. The Ipara/Idia ratios were
normalized by dividing them by the averaged values of the 10 largest Ipara/Idia
values (0.96, 1.15, 1.09, 0.95, 1.0, and 0.97 for cytP450cam probe positions 1, 2,
3, and 5; Pdx probe position 4; andMTSL, respectively). The PREs values (R2,para)
were calculated as described (58). All experimental PCS, RDC, and PRE values
are listed in Tables S6–S8.

MaxOcc and MaxOR/minOR Calculations. The MaxOR of a given group of con-
formers is calculated by finding ensembles optimized to simultaneously (i) fit
the experimental data within a certain threshold and (ii) include the highest
population of the conformers in question. The appropriate ensembles can be
found by solving the linear optimization problem defined by

argmin
x

8<
:kAx-yk22 − γ

X
i∈C

xi + λ

 
1−

XN
i=1

xi

!2
9=
;  s.t.  x≥ 0, [1]

where x is the vector of the weights of the N structures composing the
considered pool of conformers; y is the vector of M experimentally observed
values of PCSs, RDCs, and PREs normalized by their respective norms; and A is
the M × N matrix with columns that contain the PCS, RDC, and PRE values
back-calculated for each of the conformers (SI Text), again normalized by
the norm of the experimental data. Note that this normalization of the y
vector and the A matrix makes the term kAx-yk22 correspond to the sum of
squares of the Q factors (59) between the experimental and back-calculated
data for PCSs, RDCs, and PREs. This term reflects the fit of the experimental
data. The maximization of the population of the considered region is
achieved by the second term, in which C denotes the set of the structures
within the considered region. The third term constrains the sum of pop-
ulations of all of the structures to one.

The second term is a regularization, and as such, it has an adverse effect on
thequality of reproduction of the experimental data (it will tend to increase the
weight of a certain group of conformers not necessarily well-suited to fit
the experimental data); thus, the weighting factor γ is introduced to control
the influence of this term.

During a MaxOR calculation, γ is first set to zero, and 1 is solved to obtain
the best possible fit of the available experimental data (lowest sum of Q
factors or kAx-yk22). Every ensemble that can fit the experimental data within
a threshold set 30% higher than the minimum value obtained from 1 in the
best possible fit is considered to reproduce the experimental data in
a satisfactory matter.
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After the best achievable value of kAx-yk22 is established, the calculations are
repeated for increasing γ-values. By increasing γ, the population of the con-
sidered region increases, and at the same time, the agreement with the ex-
perimental data decreases. The value of γ at which the quality of the fit
matches the 30% threshold is found through a 1D bisection method. The total
population of the considered region (

P
i∈Cxi) found for this value of γ is, thus,

the highest that can exist without causing a misfit of the experimental data—
and as such, it is the MaxOR of this region.

The other weighting factor λ depends on the specific experimental
dataset, and its value is found with the L-curve method as a compromise
between a good fit of the experimental observables and the proximity of
the sum of the weights to one (in a minimization in which term 2 is not
present) (60). A value of 10 was used in these calculations.

The calculation ofminOR proceeds in the sameway,with the only difference
being that the second term is now taken with a positive sign. In this way, the
population of the considered region is forced to be as small as possible.

Also, for calculating the MaxOcc of a given single conformation, 1 is used,
with the set C containing only the single conformer under examination.
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